48	To Dr. Conyers Middleton	[1743
order: all this winter while the Parliament sat, I had not time to unpack them. I was the more impatient to do it, that I might see if there was anything worth communicating to you. For you will imagine from what I have already read of yours, that I should be extremely happy, if I could by any method promote your writing more.
On opening my boxes, I find what I suspected, that there is little new, or curious enough, to deserve your notice, my chief purchases having lain in medals and pictures. I must mention to you, tho* I don't know whether that sort of antiquity comes under your description, a bust of Vespasian of the finest black marble. I bought it at Cardinal Ottoboni's sale, and it was allowed in Eome inferior to nothing but the Caracalla. I have half a dozen smaller busts; one very rare of Antonia, the mother of Claudius; an Antinous, and a Julia Titi.
I will mention some few antiquities, which if they can be of any use in your work, I will send you a farther description of; or rather should wish you would see them yourself. 1 am far from thinking anything in my little collection worth your taking a journey to town for, but there are so many things in London in your way which I could procure you the sight of, that I flatter myself you may be tempted hither. Your friend Lord Hervey has a numerous collection of bronzes; and Lord Duncannon and Mr. Frederic and the Duke of Kichmond have several very curious ones.
For my own; I have a small Diana of Ephesus; an Etruscan patera; an Apis; a Harpye; an Etruscan Mars; several vows and lamps; an Egyptian hand with hieroglyphics ; a Fortune; a talisman; a small sistrum, which is very uncommon,—I believe there are not four great or small known; a Ceres with silver eyes and a cow in her lap; some weights; some Etruscan urns; a Koman one of a beautiful shape, but of the latter Empire I imagine,

